Appendix B. CSE’s Guide on creating web pages using the new web templates

- Please refer to the Contribute's manual to know how to set up and access all the files under the new CSE Website that you will need to create your web pages.
- The template you will apply to the pages you create is: cseResearch.dwt
- In this template you will find two editable regions: thirdLevelMenu and researchContent. Here is an overview of how your page will look and what are the editable regions defined:

  In the researchContent region you can put as much text, images, and links as you need. This region as well as the left menu bar will automatically adjust (to the bottom) to include all the contents you need to put.

  There are some general "rules" to the changes you will do in the editable regions defined above:

Third Level Menu

- In the region defined as thirdLevelMenu that appears below the top bar you will be able to put your own links in case you need them. When you apply the template to your new page you will notice that some temporary links are already there with the names Content1 through 5. You can put as many links as you want or avoid putting them in case you don't need them, the five ones that appear in the template are there for the purpose of guiding you in the creation of thirdLevelMenu contents. If you don't need any or you need less than the five that
appear in the template just delete them. You will notice that the links in this menu use a class defined as "topMenu". This class applies the style sheet used throughout the whole site and makes the letters appear in maroon and change to black whenever the user rolls the mouse on top. If you would like to let the user know that he is in a particular page under that third level menu just change that link's class from "topMenu" to "intopMenu" (this will change its main color from maroon to black and change it to maroon whenever the user rolls the mouse on top).

Research Content

There are four types of text displayed in research content.

- Page Title
- Header (+Link)
- Normal Text (+Link)
- Table (+Link)

**Type I: Page Title**

*Description:* For page title, which is usually displayed in the top-middle of the page, there are two classes provided: “pageTitle” and “pagesubTitle.” Both of them display in dark blue color. The only difference between these two classes is font size.

*Usage:* insert class="pageTitle" or class="pagesubTitle" inside <font> or <P> tags

**Type II: Header**
There are two subtypes: Header and Header with Link

- **Header**
  
  **Description:** There are two classes provided for Header: “H2” and “H3.”
  
  **Usage:** Insert class=”H2” or class=”H2” inside <font> or <P> tags

- **Header with Link**
  
  **Description:** Header with Link is used for the same purpose as Header. There are two classes provided: “H2Link” and “H3Link.” Both of them display in maroon color and change to black color whenever users roll the mouse on the top.
  
  **Usage:** Insert class=”H2Link” or class=”H3Link” inside <A> tags

**Type III: Normal Text**

There are two subtypes: Normal Text and Normal Text with Link

- **Normal Text**
  
  **Description:** For text in paragraph
  
  **Usage:** Insert class=”normalTxt” inside <font> or <P> tags

- **Normal Text with Link**
  
  **Description:** For hyperlink
  
  **Usage:** Insert class=”normalLink” inside <A> tags

**Type IV: Table**

There are three subtypes: tableTitle, tableTxt and tableLink

- **tableTitle**
  
  **Description:** For title of each column in table (usually use in gray-colored background area)
  
  **Usage:** Insert class=”tableTitle” inside <TR>, <TD> and <font> tags

- **tableTxt**
  
  **Description:** For text inside table (usually use in yellow-colored background area)
  
  **Usage:** Insert class=”tableTxt” inside <TR>, <TD> and <font> tags

- **tableLink**
  
  **Description:** For hyperlink inside table
  
  **Usage:** Insert class=”tableLink” inside <A> tags

The picture below displays how each type of text appears relative to each other. ([http://morro.usc.edu:63333/cse/pub/general/sample.html](http://morro.usc.edu:63333/cse/pub/general/sample.html))